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affairs at any time since the Armistice had excited such deep and
unanimous feeling as this among people in Great Britain of the most
diverse parties, classes and temperaments; and it might be added
that the British attitude towards a particular foreign country had
never, within living memory, been so profoundly changed within so
short a number of days—with the single ominous exception of the
previous change of attitude towards Germany in 1914 in reaction
to the German violation of the neutrality of Belgium. This British
reaction in 1933 towards the German National-Socialist Revolution
was psychologically as interesting as it was politically important.
The British disgust at Nazidom and most of its works was a com-
pound feeling which can be analysed into a number of component
emotions.
First and foremost, there was an indignation at the violence with
which the Nazis pursued their aims and the brutality and callousness
with which they persecuted their prostrate opponents. And a parti-
cularly bad impression was made by the persecution of the Jews;
for while, no doubt, the Gentile attitude towards Jewry in Great
Britain was in many ways not less wounding to Jewish sensibilities
than it was elsewhere, still, British subjects of Jewish origin were at
any rate not subject in the twentieth century to any tangible or
automatic disabilities on account of their Jewish religion or descent;
and the social and economic as well as political enfranchisement of
the Jews in Great Britain was as deliberate a policy on the Gentile
community's part, and as much a point of pride, as the persecution
of the Jews in "the Third Reich' was a deliberate implementation of
a Nazi article of faith. In British, as in Dutch or French or American,
eyes, the fashion in which any nation treated its Jews was regarded
as a fair test of that nation's position in the scale of civilization; and
a nation that maltreated its Jews was not only condemned by
British opinion as barbarous but was also held in contempt for a
self-confessed cowardliness and incompetence. British Gentiles had
sufficient confidence in their own business ability to take it for
granted that they could hold their own economically against British
Jews in a fair field with no favour. And even if they had been forced
by facts to admit their inability to compete with their Jewish fellow
countrymen on equal terms, they would probably still have hesitated
to protect their pockets at the price of their self-respect by resorting
to physical force in order to 'get even with3 a minority which had
beaten them in a contest of wits. Conceivably there was a touch of
Pharisaism in this British self-righteousness; but there is no doubt
that the fate of the Jews in Germany in 1933 was one of the

